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01

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

This study sought to understand the true extent of the pace of play issue in golf in Australia.
It also sought to understand the causes, the degree of importance the industry attaches to
the issue, what impacts slow play may be having on facility financial outcomes, and what
administrators believe are the most effective strategies to combat pace of play challenges.
This study has found that:

A strong relationship exists
between clubs with higher
member numbers and their level
of concern about pace of play.

A strong relationship exists
between clubs with higher
competition rounds and their level
of concern about pace of play.

Whilst these relationships exist, pace of play does not
however present problems to all clubs, with 75% of clubs
(representing approximately two thirds of the total national
membership) reporting they are generally unaffected by
this issue. For the 25% of clubs (representing one third of
the total national membership) that are, club administrators
overwhelmingly feel that it is behavioural factors within the
control of the individual golfer that are largely the cause of
the problem. Examples include golfers not being ready to
play when it is their turn, pre-shot routines, not calling
groups through etc.
However consumer behaviours, when compared to course
set-up and operational actions, are far more challenging to
impact or change for the long term.
So what should be the primary focus for a club? The way
in which the product is presented to the customer or the
manner in which the customer is consuming the product?
In a generic business, management would likely direct at least
equal resources towards the former to achieve improved
outcomes rather than directing the strong majority of
resources towards changing consumer behaviour.
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A strong relationship exists
between clubs with a more difficult
golf course (measured by the
respective Slope Rating) and their
level of concern about pace of play.

Whilst the concept of ‘ready golf’ addresses the customer and
their behaviour, and those who have adopted it have achieved
some improved outcomes, clubs with concerns about slow
play should be equally encouraged to also focus on how they
are presenting the product.
The report does suggest that some clubs have demonstrated
a willingness to be flexible in the way they present the product
(via measures such as thinning roughs and clearing out
some landing areas) however the findings also indicate that
international, national and state bodies have much scope to
generate a greater awareness of the impact on pace of play of
course management factors. The outcome of this would be to
arm clubs with knowledge of a comprehensive suite of options.
With this in mind we note with keen interest that The R&A has
just announced it is to hold an industry forum later this year
where it will invite contributions from a range of organisations
in golf on addressing pace of play and explore the key areas
of player behaviour, management approaches and golf course
issues. This forum will also discuss the findings of The R&A’s
recent global pace of play survey of golfers and the findings
of the Golf Australia Report into Pace of Play at Australian
Golf Clubs.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

(CONT)

OTHER KEY FINDINGS

OTHER KEY SPECIFIC FINDINGS AS CONTAINED WITHIN THIS REPORT ARE SUMMARISED HERE:
25% of clubs, representing
approximately one third of total
club membership numbers,
have a serious level of concern
regarding pace of play evident
in male events, with only 16%
sharing the same view within
female events.

01

04

Golf administrators believe that
the two most prominent general
factors affecting pace of play
are both behavioural factors of
the individual golfer, those being
golfer expectations (feeling
entitled to play at their own pace)
and golfer awareness / abilities.
Course design, course set-up and
play management procedures are
understood by clubs to have the
least impact on pace of play.

07

For club administrators with a
high concern for pace of play,
the main actions undertaken to
improve pace of play include the
promotion of ‘ready golf’ (84%),
thinning roughs (73%), penalising
slow play offenders (76%), clearing
out areas adjacent to playing
areas, thus preventing five minute
ball searches (62%) and using
friendlier hole-locations (64%).
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The weighted average time for a
competition round of golf (taking
into account the proportion that
each competition event is played)
at surveyed clubs is 4 hours
16 minutes.

02

Club administrators believe
that pace of play is not an issue
with regard to on-going club
performance and the appeal of
joining a club.

05

Par events are the fastest event
type, with an average time of 4
hours 12 minutes. Stableford
are slightly slower at 4 hours 15
minutes, while Stroke (including
Medal) events take an average of
4 hours 29 minutes to complete.

03

For club administrators with a
higher level of concern, there
is increased concern regarding
membership satisfaction though
concern does not extend to
member retention and the
attraction of new members.

06

The percentage of clubs who
have promoted ‘ready golf’
increases to 87% at clubs
where administrators have a
high concern for pace of play
and 90% at busier clubs (i.e.
annual competition rounds above
15,000 & playing members in
excess of 600).

08

Of the clubs who have promoted
‘ready golf’, 94% of clubs have
enjoyed some degree of
success with 25% reporting
‘satisfying success.’

09
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REPORT
BACKGROUND

Introduction

Profile

In September 2014 The R&A undertook a world-wide study
of golfers seeking to understand their attitudes towards slow
play. In order to obtain a fully-rounded view on this issue, Golf
Australia (“GA”) chose to undertake concurrently a survey of
club administrators in Australia.

As outlined in the 2013 Golf Australia National Participation
Report the distribution of golf clubs across Australia
favours regional areas with 85% of clubs in such areas.
The profile evident from survey responses has a greater
weight of responses from metropolitan based clubs (36% of
responses).

These two pieces of research (the GA survey and The R&A
survey) are being conducted with a view to determining:
• the true extent of the pace of play issue in golf;

In order to determine the typical profile of a club that may
have pace of play concerns or issues, the following profile
questions were asked:

• an understanding of all of the causes, from both an
administrator’s and golfer’s perspective;

• Total number of playing members;

• the degree of importance the industry attaches to trying to
improve pace of play;

• Slope Rating of the most frequently used golf course.

• what impacts slow play may be having on facility financial
outcomes; and
• what the most effective strategies will be.
Golf Business Advisory Services (GBAS) was engaged by GA
to undertake the research and subsequent analysis of the golf
administrator’s views towards pace of play across Australia’s
golf courses.
GBAS is pleased to present to GA the findings from this
research, outlined in detail in this report.

Survey Response Rate and Profile
Introduction
In conjunction with Golf Australia and its stakeholders GBAS
developed a 24-question survey (“the GA survey”) to capture
the required club profiles and opinions regarding slow play.
The survey was released electronically to the market in late
October 2014 and was open for approximately one month.
The full survey is contained at Appendix one.
The survey was distributed to all 1,590 golf clubs across
Australia, with a total of 312 valid responses received.
The total quantity of playing members represented by the
respondent clubs approximates 150,000, which equates to
approximately 40% of affiliated playing members at golf
clubs within Australia.

• Total annual competition rounds;

Total Number of Playing Members
Survey respondents were asked to report the number of
playing members at their respective clubs. Consistent with
the geographic outcomes, the results indicate that the survey
profile reflects a club with larger playing member numbers
than golf clubs generally across Australia.
As outlined in the 2013 Golf Australia National Participation
Report, across Australia, 69% of golf clubs have playing
memberships of less than 300, with a national average of
252 members per club. The survey profile reflects an
average playing member size of 468.
The national distribution of clubs by size and that evident in
the survey response profile is illustrated below.
80%
70%

69%

60%
50%

46%

40%
30%

22%

20%

14%

10%
0%

0 - 300

301 - 600

19%
9%

601 - 900

8%

14%

901+

Number of Playing Members
All Clubs Nationally
Source: Golf Australia Database / GBAS
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Surveyed Clubs

02 // REPORT BACKGROUND (CONT)

Total Annual Competition Rounds
Respondents were asked the number of annual competition
rounds at their respective clubs. Results indicate that the
survey sample features a higher proportion of golf clubs
with larger numbers of competition rounds than golf clubs
generally across Australia.
Specifically, surveyed clubs feature a higher percentage of
clubs with more than 15,000 annual competition rounds;
46% compared to 22% nationally.
The national distribution of clubs by number of annual
competition rounds played and that evident in the survey
response profile is illustrated below.
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18%

14%
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23%

21%
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37%

30%

0%

60%

30%

61%

50%
40%

As illustrated in the graphs, surveyed clubs generally have
a higher Slope Rating than that reflected by the national
database. The graph on the below shows that 64% of
surveyed clubs having a Slope Rating above 120 compared
to 49% of clubs nationally. In terms of the distribution of
playing members, the graph below shows that 82% of playing
members from surveyed clubs are at courses with a Slope
Rating above 120 compared to 68% of members nationally.

Surveyed Clubs

60%

54%

50%

44%

40%

Slope Rating of Most Frequently Used Golf Course
Analysis of the national Slope Rating database indicates that
the current national average Slope Rating in Australia is 119
for males (blue tees) and 118 for females (red tees). The
profile emanating from survey responses reflects an average
Slope Rating of 121 for male and 123 for females for their
most frequently used course. This result indicates that the
survey profile reflects a club mix that has slightly more
difficult courses than the wider mix found across the country.

Distribution of Golf Clubs & Playing Members by
Slope Rating
The distribution of golf clubs and playing members by Slope
Rating are depicted in the graphs below. Note that the average
Slope Rating of the male blue tees (or white in the absence of
blue tees) and women’s red tees are used for this purpose.
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28%
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Playing Member Distribution by Slope Rating
All Playing Members
Nationally
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03

LEVEL OF CONCERN
FOR PACE OF PLAY

Overall Concern
In order to establish the level of general concern clubs have regarding pace of play, respondents were asked:
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 equals not an issue and 5 equals significant issue, what level of concern do you
have regarding pace of play at your club?
Across all clubs, the average level of concern reported was 2.8 for male and 2.5 for female, reflecting overall that,
on average, there is only moderate concern regarding current pace of play outcomes.
Only 25% of clubs have a serious level of concern regarding pace of play evident in male events, with only 16%
sharing the same view within female events. The distribution of scores reported are depicted in the graph below.

100%
90%
80%
70%

12%

19%
No Concern

28%

Slight Concern

30%

60%

Moderate Concern

50%
40%

35%

30%
20%
10%

Serious Concern

35%

Very Serious Concern
22%
3%

0%
Male

14%

2%

Female

Only 25% of clubs have a serious level of concern
regarding pace of play evident in male events, with only
16% sharing the same view within female events.
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03 // LEVEL OF CONCERN FOR PACE OF PLAY (CONT)

Concern by Key Driver
With pace of play being a time based issue, when assessed by drivers that impact time, a profile begins to emerge. Illustrated
below is the level of concern for pace of play measured against club size (members and rounds) and course difficulty.
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This analysis has found that;
• A strong relationship was found between clubs with
higher member numbers and level of concern about
pace of play.
• In terms of correlation to pace of play issues, a
strong relationship was found between the number
of competition rounds and level of concern about
pace of play.
• In terms of correlation to pace of play issues, a
strong relationship was found between the difficulty
of a golf course (measured by the Slope Rating) and
level of concern about pace of play.

03 // LEVEL OF CONCERN FOR PACE OF PLAY (CONT)

Converting Level of Concern to a
Measureable Number

Average Round Times by Reported Concern for Slow Play
Overall

Level of Concern

In order to put the reported concern into a measurable
perspective, reported average round times have been
correlated with level of concern to establish the “tipping
point” where concern grows above the mid-point.
For all surveyed clubs, the point at which concern for
pace of play is at the mid-point equates to an average
round time across all events of 4 hours 19 minutes.
Where concern is at the maximum level of 5, the average
round time is 4 hours 35 minutes as illustrated right.

4:16

Very
Significant 5
Issue
4

4:35
4:26
4:19

3
4:08

2
No
Issue

1

4:03
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4:12

4:19

4:26

4:33

Time (H:MM)

Round Times by Driver of Pace of Play
The overall round times achieved measured against each of the abovementioned key drivers of pace of play are now
examined, those being;
• Total number of playing members
• Total annual competition rounds
• Slope Rating of most frequently used golf course
The results of this analysis are depicted in the graph below.
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As illustrated above, pace of play worsens as course Slope Rating increases, as playing members increase and
as the number of competition rounds played increases.
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4:40

04

PACE OF PLAY:

INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Event Mix
In outlining the key findings from the research conducted, when considering the topic, the way that golf is typically consumed at
clubs across Australia should first be highlighted.
For members at golf clubs across Australia, club golf is typically oriented around competition play. This is particularly the case at
peak times. In Australia a number of competition formats have been adopted that provide a different method of scoring. Given
that pace of play is a time-based issue, as the event types / scoring methods impact the time taken to play the game, they thus
have an impact on pace of play.

Event Type and Time
The GA Survey sought to establish the current program mix
evident at surveyed clubs. Respondents were asked to report
the relative proportion of Par, Stableford and Stroke (including
Medal) events held at their club along with the current length
of time taken to participate in these event types. Length of time
taken was for competition rounds with groups of four players.

Key observations include:
• Stableford is the most popular competition
event type, constituting 62% of competitions
played.

From this a weighted average was calculated, considering the
proportion that each event is played at each of the surveyed clubs.

• Current weighted average round times
approximate 4 hours 16 minutes

Respondents were then asked to report what the ideal time for
each competition event was at their club.

• Par and Stableford events, with a combined
weighted average of 4 hours 13 minutes,
are reported to be 16 minutes (6%) faster to
play then Stroke events

The table below summarises the responses provided.¬
% Mix of
Events

Average
Time

Ideal
Time

Desired %
Reduction

Par

11%

4:12

4:00

5%

Stableford

63%

4:15

4:03

5%

Stroke

26%

4:29

4:13

6%

Weighted Avg.

100%

4:16

4:02

5%

• Overall, club administrators are seeking a
5% reduction in round times.

Round Times for Clubs with High Concern
Separate timing measures are available for clubs where
administrators have a high level of concern (4 or 5 on the five
point scale) for pace of play. The table below summarises the
event mix, average times and desired times for these clubs.
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% Mix of
Events

Average
Time

Ideal Time

Desired %
Reduction

Par

12%

4:21

4:03

7%

Stableford

64%

4:25

4:06

7%

Stroke

24%

4:41

4:18

8%

Weighted Avg.

100%

4:27

4:07

7%
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Key observations include:
• Current weighted average round times
approximate 4 hours 27 minutes, 11 minutes
or 4% longer than that of all surveyed clubs.
• Administrators with a high concern for pace
of play are generally seeking a 7% reduction
in round times.

04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

General Factors Affecting Pace of Play
What factors are considered to impact pace of play? Respondents were asked to rate the degree to which
the six following general factors impact pace of play:
1. Golfer expectations – feeling entitled to play at their own speed
2. Golfer abilities & awareness
3. Course design – hole lengths, forced carries, difficult greens etc.
4. Maintenance and turf conditions – green speeds, rough heights etc.
5. Play management procedures – starting time interval, course marshalling etc.
6. General course set-up – tee time flexibility, hole lengths, pin placements etc.
Respondents were asked to rate each factor on a 5 point scale, with 1 being ‘no impact’ and 5 being ‘a very
significant impact’. The results are depicted in the graph below.

General Factors Affecting Pace of Play
Very
Significant
Impact

5.0
4.1

4.0

3.8
3.3

3.2

3.2

3.0

2.7

2.8

2.8
2.5

2.4

2.7
2.4

2.0
No
Impact

1.0

Golfer
Expectations

Player Ability &
Awareness

Course
Design

All Surveyed Clubs

Maintenance
& Turf
Conditions

Play
Management
Procedures

General Course
Set-Up

Clubs with High Concern

Across all surveyed clubs;
• Respondents indicated that the two most prominent factors affecting pace of play are both behavioural
factors of the individual golfer, those being golfer expectations (feeling entitled to play at their own pace)
and golfer awareness / abilities, with average scores of 3.3 and 3.2 respectively recorded.
• General course set-up and management procedures (score of 2.4) are reported to have the least impact on
pace of play.
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04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Club Specific Factors Affecting Pace of Play

Limitations of the individual golfer

Seeking more detail, respondents were asked to rate the
degree to which certain specific factors impact pace of play
at their club. The survey listed a total of 22 potential factors
which influence pace of play, and asked to rate the impact of
each one at their club on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being no
impact and 5 being a very significant impact.

• Visitors lack of course knowledge

All 22 factors included in the survey can be grouped into five
categories;

• General hole / pin locations

Behavioural factors within the control of the
individual golfer

• Golfers using teeing grounds that are too difficult

• Not waving through groups when looking for a ball

• Congested course

• Golfers marking their card when it is their turn to hit
• Visitors seeking full value from their green fee
• Golfers refusing to ‘pick up’
• Unnecessary marking and lifting on the putting green
• Golfers not being ready to play when it is their turn
• Needing to repair old plug marks on the green prior to
putting
• Golfers waiting because they over ambitiously think they
can reach a green
• Golfer pre-shot routines

• Limited golf skill
• Golfer age profile

Course set-up
• Green speed / difficulty
• Length of rough

Golf operations
• A lot of stroke events
• Opening tee time intervals too small

Nature of golf course and conditions
• Course layout (short par 5s, back-to-back par 3s,
long par 4s etc.)
• Weather conditions
• Course length
The top 10 reported club-specific factors affecting pace of
play are depicted in the graph on the following page.

Golf administrators overwhelmingly
believe that the actions of individual
golfers are most likely to impact pace
of play, and that factors within the club’s
control generally have less impact. The
finding is shared by administrators who
have a high concern for pace of play.
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04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Club Specific Factors Affecting Pace of Play
Golfers Not Ready
to Play

3.2

* Age Profile
Not Calling
Groups Thru

3.6

2.8

3.5

2.8

Pre-Shot Routines
Marking Cards When
Should be Teeing Off
Players Overestimating
Their Length

3.5

2.8

3.3

2.7
2.7

* Limited Golf Skill

3.3
2.9

2.6

Golfers Not Picking Up

3.3

2.5

Unnecessary Marking
on Greens
* Visitor Lack of Course
Knowledge

2.4
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

All Surveyed Clubs

Key observations include:
• Seven of the top ten reported factors influencing
pace of play are behavioural factors within control
of the golfer.
• The three remaining factors (marked with an
asterisk *) to make the top ten are all limitations of
the individual golfer
• Five of the top ten strategies, those being ‘golfers
not ready to play’, ‘pre-shot routines’, ‘marking cards
when should be teeing off’, ‘golfers overestimating
their length’ and ‘unnecessary marking on greens’
are factors that the promotion of ‘ready golf’ seeks
to alleviate.
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3.1
2.7
3.0

3.5

Moderate
Impact

No
Impact
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3.8

3.1

4.0

4.5

5.0
Significant
Impact

Clubs with High Concern

• None of the seven factors relating to the
course set-up, golf operations or nature of the
golf course or conditions are considered by
administrators to be in the top ten factors
influencing pace of play.
• The same top 10 scores were recorded for clubs
where administrators have a high concern for
pace of play compared to clubs generally. This
suggests that club administrators with a high
concern for pace of play have the same view on
the causes of pace of play to administrators of
clubs across Australia generally.

04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Negative Impacts of Slow Play
Respondents were asked to rate the negative impacts
that slow play has on certain indicators that are often
synonymous with a well-performing golf club.
These factors are;
• Maintaining high member satisfaction;

Extremely
influential

• Ability to maximise golfers’ opportunity for post-round
spending / socialising;

• Member retention; and
• Attracting new members.
Respondents were asked to rate each factor on a
5 point scale, with 1 being not at all influential and
5 being extremely influential. The results across all
surveyed clubs are depicted in the graph below.

5.0

4.0
3.0

3.0
2.3
Not at all
influential

• The impact of slow member play on available
remaining time for social golf and subsequent
green fee revenue generation;

2.9
2.5
2.2

2.0

1.9

2.4
1.8

2.0
1.6

1.0

Maintaining
high member
satisfaction

Maximise
golfers’
post-round
spending /
socializing
All Surveyed Clubs

Ability to
accommodate
green fee / social
golf

Ability
to retain
members

Ability
to attract
members

Clubs with High Concern

Whilst returning a middle score, the impact of slow member play on available remaining time for social golf and
subsequent green fee revenue generation should be highlighted due to its compounding nature. If slow play was
to cause one less four-ball slot being available for social play each weekend, if paying $40 per round, this lost time
slot equates to approximately $8,300 in lost revenue per annum. Two lost slots equates to $16,600, and four slots
exceeds $30,000. Such revenue, let alone profit, is not always immediately replaceable.
Based on responses provided, club administrators generally believe that pace of play is
having limited influence on any of the areas measured and, by association, is therefore not
an issue with regard to on-going club performance and the appeal of joining a club. For clubs
where administrators with a higher level of concern, there is increased concern regarding
membership satisfaction, though concern does not extend to member retention and the
attraction of new members.
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04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Measures to Address Slow Play
Respondents were asked whether they had tried a range
of different measures aimed at improving pace of play at
their club.

For clubs where administrators have a high concern for
pace of play;
• The main actions apparent include promotion of ready
golf (84%) thinning roughs (73%), penalising slow play
offenders (76%), clearing out areas adjacent to playing
areas (62%) and using friendlier hole-locations (64%).

• Only three measures, promotion of ready golf, thinning
out roughs and penalising slow play offenders, have been
implemented by more than 50% of all surveyed clubs.
• Two other measures, clearing out areas adjacent to
playing areas and friendlier hole-locations, have been
implemented by 50% of clubs.

• Nine other identifiable actions have not been tried by
50% of the surveyed clubs.
Full results are illustrated below.
84%
87%

Promotion of ‘Ready Golf’
63%

Thinning Out Roughs

61%

Penalties for Slow Play
Clearing Out Areas Adjacent
to Landing Areas

50%

Using More Friendly Hole Locations

50%

35%

Compulsory Call Ups on Par 3s
Threaten Course Access
Restrictions for Slow Players

31%

Forward Tees
for Less Skilled Grades

26%

62%

64%

42%

41%

35%

23%
22%

Reducing Forced Carries
Enforcing Course Access
Restrictions for Slow Players

20%

26%

17%
19%

Use of a Course Marshal

14%

Slower Green Speeds

24%

11%
11%

Softening Hardness of Greens
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04 // PACE OF PLAY: INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS

Promotion of ‘Ready Golf’
The term ‘ready golf’ has recently been adopted by
many as a catch-all phrase for a number of actions that
separately and collectively can improve pace of play.
Examples of ‘ready golf’ are;
• Hitting a shot if the person furthest away is faced with
a challenging shot and is taking time to assess their
options.
• Shorter hitters playing first off the tee.
• Putting out, even if it means standing on or close to
someone else’s line.
• Hitting a tee shot if the person with the honour is
delayed in being ready to take their shot.
• Hitting a shot if the person who’s just played from a
greenside bunker is still furthest from the hole but is
delayed due to raking.

Club administrators were asked whether they have promoted
this thinking amongst their members and if so, to what degree
it had been successful. Key observations include;
• As mentioned in the previous section, 84% of surveyed
clubs indicated that they have promoted ‘ready golf’
at their club. This increases to 87% for clubs where
administrators have a high concern for pace of play and
90% for busier clubs (i.e. annual competition rounds
above 15,000 & playing members in excess of 600).
• Of the clubs who have promoted ‘ready golf’, 94% of
clubs have enjoyed some degree of success with 25%
reporting ‘satisfying success.’
• For the club administrators who have a high degree of
concern for pace of play that have promoted ‘ready golf’,
86% have reported some degree of success with only
9% reporting ‘satisfying success’.

• Marking scores after hitting off on the next hole.
Ready Golf Promotion Outcomes
Not
successful

6%

Satisfying
success
achieved

25%

Small success
achieved

69%

Based on responses provided, there are many actions that club administrators are not taking
to address pace of play, particularly where concern for pace of play exists. While the promotion
of ‘ready golf’ is widespread and a further four measures have been tried, all other measures
listed in the survey have been implemented by less than half of surveyed clubs, including
those with a high concern for pace of play.
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05

REPORT BY
THE R&A

As outlined in the Background to this Report, in September 2014 The R&A undertook a
world-wide study of golfers seeking to understand their attitudes towards slow play. The
R&A has provided for inclusion in this report some findings from its consumer research.
Survey Size and Sample
Offered in six languages in order to facilitate a broad range
of responses, over the six month period to March 2015, The
R&A conducted a world-wide pace of play survey. In total
approximately 56,000 responses were received, identified as
coming from 122 different countries.
The Australasian response to the survey was very strong,
with 11,600 responses representing approximately 21%
of all responses received, well above its much smaller 6%
representation with the global golf course count outlined in
The R&A’s recent Golf around the World Report.

• 70% of golfers used or sometimes used a distance
measuring device
• 60% of rounds played by the respondent are reported to
take between 4 hours and 4 hours 30 minutes to play. Only
36% of rounds were reported to take less than 4 hours
• The average time taken to play by the respondent was
reported as 4.09 hours, only a 3 minute increase over the
time golfers reported that it originally took them to play
when they began playing the game

The Australasian consumer data has been extracted from the
wider global sample set. With regard to the sample profile the
following observations are made:
• 83% of respondents were male
• 98% of respondents had an official handicap
• 90% were members of a club
• 68% were 55 years or older
• 60% have been playing golf for more than 20 years, with a
median outcome of 26 years
• Average number of rounds played per year was 79

Further Profile Data
Further data that assists in understanding the Australasian
respondent profile is outlined below.
• Approximately 80% of golf played by the respondent was
either walking, or with a pull or powered trolley
• 90% of rounds played by the respondent are played in
groups of four
• 80% of rounds are played by the respondent in a formal
competitive environment compared to an average of 33%
across the other international markets, evidencing the
relative significance of competition golf in this market
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The average time taken to play by
the respondent was reported as 4.09
hours, only a 3 minute increase
over the time golfers reported that it
originally took them to play when they
began playing the game

05 // REPORT BY THE R&A

Key Findings
The R&A study focussed on golf consumer perceptions rather
than specific aspects of pace of play, such as management
and service provider practices and course set-up. In terms of
the overall view towards pace of play, whilst approximately
70% of the respondents indicated they were either always
happy or happy most of the time, more than half of the
Australasian respondents stated that playing in less time
would improve their enjoyment of the game.
The R&A report is intended to describe the results of the survey
rather than proffer solutions. In general respondents blamed
other golfers for issues with pace of play, citing poor etiquette,
bad play and players’ pre-shot routines most frequently.
The R&A report noted that there are a number of reasons,
all well known, as to why golfers can’t play more golf. Work
commitments, family commitments and time to play were the
top three mentioned reasons within the Australasian market.
Any management or facility actions that go to addressing
these reasons, including pace of play initiatives, will be
beneficial to golfer attraction, retention and increased
participation.

Perceived Reasons for Slow Play
Survey respondents were asked to identify/rank in their
view what the causes were for issues with pace of play.
A GBAS review of these factors indicates that they can
generally be categorised to either ‘player behaviour’ or
‘course management strategy’. Player behaviour issues such
as “Poor etiquette”, “Player pre-shot routines” and “Bad Play”
were usually within the top three reasons cited globally. From
the consumer’s perspective course management strategy
decisions such as “course difficulty”, “green speed” and “hole
locations” are not as highly ranked as perceived causes of
pace of play issues.

The table below outlines the top 20 ranked perceived reasons
for slow play as proffered by Australasian golf consumers and
their respective category.
Rank

Reason

Category

1

Poor etiquette

Player behaviour

2

Player pre shot routines

Player behaviour

3

Players thinking they can
reach the green

Player behaviour

4
5
6
7
8

Playing marking their card
when it is their turn
Unneccesary marking and
lifting on the putting green
Bad play
Players mimicking
Championship golf
Lack of knowledge
of the rules

Player behaviour
Player behaviour
Player behaviour
Player behaviour
Player behaviour

9

length of rough

Course management

10

Course congestion

Course management

11

Course difficulty

Course management

12

Visitors

Player behaviour

13

Weather conditions

Other

14

Starting gaps too small

Course management

15

Players using tees that are
too difficult

Player behaviour /
Course management

16

Green speed

Course management

17

Needing to repair old
plug marks

Player behaviour

18

Course length

Course management

19

Hole locations

Course management

20

Four balls

Course management

Observations
It is evident from the table above that ‘player behaviour’
reasons account for the top eight issues proffered by
golfers. Consistent with the broader global findings, it
is clear that the significance of the contributing ‘course
management’ factors are not well understood.
This finding also suggests that where the national and
international governing bodies have not made a concerted
effort to raise awareness of the impact on pace of play of
various service provider actions, it is unreasonable to expect
these implications to be intuitively understood.
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Interestingly within the North American market the most
frequently cited cause by the consumer was players using
tees which are too difficult for them. This finding indicates
that the USGA’s “Tee It Forward” campaign is of particular
relevance within that region. Such a campaign indicates
that administration led initiatives can be effective and,
in the North American case, successfully filter through to
golfers in that market.

06

CLUB ADMINISTRATOR
COMMENTS

The survey undertaken welcomed open comments from Administrators. The following
comments were extracted from responses provided that were found to offer further insight
regarding pace of play, its impacts and how clubs are addressing the issue.
Comments
Many administrators;
• Endorsed the promotion of ready golf as the most effective
way of improving pace of play.
• Acknowledged that keeping up with the group in front was
important as well as target times frames to complete a round
of golf.
• Noted the occasional or frequent use of a course marshal,
who has the power to talk to groups, issue warnings, issue
penalties and if necessary, advise players to walk to the next
tee improves pace of play.
• Indicated that their club are encouraging players to ignore
traditional golf etiquette protocol such as observing honour
on the tee in favour of the shortest hitter hitting first from the
tee and encouraging players to walk to their ball in front of
the player who is away (when safe to do so).
• Noted that their clubs are utilising technology (eg time
stamping, hole by hole data) to capture information on the
round times and gap between groups, from where they can
then identify and follow-up with slow play offenders.

Other more isolated comments and measures being
undertaken included;
• Publishing round times on the club website or noticeboard
for educational purposes.
• For out-of-position groups, players who are first to putt out
should move to the tee to hit their tee shots while remaining
players are left to putt out.
• Playing stroke rounds in groups of three.
• Identifying and writing to players who have been identified as
being slow to remind them of the club’s pace of play policy
and their responsibilities.
• Utilisation of a GPS tracking device that monitors pace of
play and allows the Club to target groups causing slow play.
• Optional Stableford / use of forward tees for C graders
players in Stroke / Medal events.
• Promotion of pace of play tips / reminders on the club
website, newsletter and social media accounts, as well as on
score cards, in the clubhouse and on-course signage.
• Golf operations staff try to split potentially slow players
(novice players, juniors, previous offenders etc.) so they are
not in the same group and placing regular offenders at the
end of the field.

Many administrators
endorsed the promotion
of ready golf as the most
effective way of improving
pace of play.
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• Delegating responsibility to one member of each group (low
handicapper, long standing member etc.) to manage pace of
play in their group.
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